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UK Maoist cult leader jailed for 23 years for raping followers
The Cult Next Door review – tracing an extraordinary case of
slavery in south London. Filmmaker Vanessa Engle interviews
two of the women.
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On 21 November Metropolitan Police from the Human Trafficking
Unit arrested two suspects at a residential address in
Lambeth, South London. Eventually, after the more liberal
members of his group drifted away, a cult of around
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Comrade Bala: How the brutal cult chief chronicled every
detail of his tyranny | The Independent
How south London has changed since cult classic Babylon.
Franco Rosso's Babylon is a defining film of early 80s
Britain, a time capsule.
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Simon Parkin reports on how Katy Morgan-Davies, who was born
into a Maoist cult in South London, finally escaped from
Aravindan.
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ByBalakrishnan had suspended his studies at the university and
joined the Communist Party of England. Already registered? Not
that he ever physically scrubbed.
TheresaMay.Shewantstoserveherabusers. He used this theory to
explain the Challenger Shuttle disaster in and the death of a
Malaysian premier. She died eight months after falling from a
window. The membership was overwhelmingly overseas in origin,
drawn from those who had struggled to adjust to life in the
UK, according to researchers.
Thesubscriptiondetailsassociatedwiththisaccountneedtobeupdated.Bu
newsletter preferences. Balakrishnan, meanwhile, is serving a
twenty-three-year prison sentence, having been found guilty,
late last year, of child cruelty, false imprisonment, and
sexual assault against two women.
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